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To determine the plausibility of sympatric speciation, we need to determine

its relative rate of occurrence.

Here we focus on a a particular speciation mechanism which requires

sympatry: the emergence of a large and small species pair where the large

cannibalizes the small.

This scenario has been named “giant-dwarf” diversification.

South-American annual killifish ecology keywords: 

wet – dry –bad luck - egg bank – diapause

Austrolebias bellotti

Campana, ArgentinaRivadavia, Argentina

Austrolebias elongatus

A comparative analysis of body

size of Austrolebias annual

killifish suggests that species

evolve towards one of three

size optima. Species evolving

towards the largest optimal

size appeared at least three

times from small in the genus

(branches indicated as g1, g2

and g3). The first large

ancestral species per event

appeared in a trait change with

relatively high speed in all

three cases.

Phylogeny based on cytb mtDNA

and 12S, 16S, and 28S rRNA. Trait

values at tips from Costa (2006).
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A comparative analysis of

lower jaw length, a proxy for

the level of specialization in

piscivory suggests that in

one clade of large species

trait values indicate a very

weak or no specialization

towards piscivory, and that

in the two other clades

species are selected towards

two optima with relatively

large jaw lengths.

Relative lower jaw lengths from

Costa (2006).
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By means of a reconstruction

of ancestral species ranges we

show that speciation events

leading to a large and smaller

species pair were sympatric

with a large likelihood. For the

clade of large species with

little specialization, the

probability that speciation was

non-sympatric is largest

among the three events.

Area of endemism Abbreviation Properties

Western Paraguay S (Salta) the western part of the Paraguay River basin

La Plata B (Buenos Aires) the lower La Plata River

basin and middle–lower Uruguay River basin

Negro M (Melo) Negro River drainage of the Uruguay River basin, 

and upper and middle sections of the Jacuı´, 

Santa Maria, Jaguara õ and Quaraı´ river 

drainages

Patos R (Rocha) Patos lagoon system and

adjacent coastal plains to the south

Reconstruction method: likelihood 

approach (Ree et al. 2008).
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At each node in the phylogeny, the ancestral range with largest 

probability is given. When two ancestral ranges have comparable 

likelihoods, both are given.

# Sympatric 

speciations

0 1 2 3

Ancestor single 

area

0 0.23 0.52 0.25

Ancestor 

multiple areas

0.32 0.51 0.17 0

Combined 0 0.01 0.11 0.88

Probabilities of sympatric speciation

From these results we obtain 

1) the probabilities that the ancestor and both descendants still 

occupy the same single-area range for the three events where large 

emerged from small.

2) The probability that these ancestors and descendants still share at 

least part of their ranges after speciation from an ancestor with a 

multi-area range can also be extracted.

These are used to calculate an overall probability of zero, one, two or 

three sympatric speciation events.

Trait Model AIC Trait Model AIC

Standard length BM 150.53 Lower jaw length BM 101.44

OU (1) 153.06 OU(1) 103.75

OU (ACE1) 132.27 OU(ACE1) 93.92

OU(ACE2) 130.30 OU(ACE2) 94.20

OU(ML2) 127.96 OU(ML2) 91.90

OU(ML3) 125.92 OU(ML3) 84.26

OU(PIC2) 130.98 OU(PIC2) 90.72

OU(PIC3) 129.20 OU(PIC3) 80.32/69.48*

Methods: We wanted to compare a limited number of evolutionary models. 

To assign selective regimes to branches, we carried out mixture analyses of all species trait values,

combined with discrete ancestral trait reconstructions (ACE), or mixture analysis of trait values and trait

reconstructions together (ML or PIC). In all cases, mixtures with one to three components were

favoured by AIC or ICL and the most probable components were used to put selective regimes on the

branches.

Then OU models with 1 to three optima were fitted to the data (Butler and King 2004).  The AIC 

indicated with a star, is  from the model where we assigned affinis to a different selective regime. The 

models with AIC in bold were used to produce the figures.

Test for a large change: BM trait changes simulated per branch length. Actual values compared to these 

null distributions. 

From this analysis, one can conclude that giant-dwarf

speciation by cannibalism most probably occurred twice in

Austrolebias and that a third appearance of large species in

the genus likely occurred by other selective or non-selective

processes.

A. arachan, juanlangi and

vazferreirai a species from the

clade of large non-cannibals.


